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By William Taylor Jr.

Alternating Current. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 198 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.5in.Welcome
to the first issue of Alternating Current Press annual Poiesis
Review that contains fiction and creative nonfiction right
alongside the poetry youve always loved. Weve expanded the
journal to contain prose, and now this beast of a journal sits
pretty at 200 pages of writing by some of the best writers in the
independent press today. There are lots of literary journals out
there, so why take a chance on this one Because, after 20 years
in the small press, Poiesis Review is one of the only literary
journals in existence that features a blend of todays up-and-
coming promising rookies alongside the staples and legends of
the last few decades in the literary underground. You can buy in
confidence knowing that nowhere else will you find such a
smattering of the writers spectrum or such a truly accurate
cross-section of all walks of the literary worldwhat five-time
Pushcart Prize nominee and Wisconsin Regional Writers
Association Award winner, Charles P. Ries, called young blood
running with old blood. We are proud to be one of the holdout
bastions representing the full and true independent press. The...
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This ebook can be worthy of a read, and much better than other. I have read and i am certain that i am going to
planning to go through again once again in the future. You may like just how the writer compose this book.
-- Mr . Gr a nt Sta nton PhD-- Mr . Gr a nt Sta nton PhD

A whole new eBook with an all new standpoint. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You
wont truly feel monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you request
me).
-- Cla ir e B a r tell-- Cla ir e B a r tell
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